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MCRMA NEWS
MCRMA ANNOUNCES WINNER OF THE AWARD FOR THE BEST USE OF A
RAINSCREEN SYSTEM USING ALUMINIUM

The Metal Cladding & Roofing Manufacturers Association (MCRMA) is delighted to
announce that the winner of the award for the Best use of a rainscreen system using
aluminium is Proteus Facades. The award, sponsored by MCRMA, was presented at today’s
Façade Awards UK ceremony hosted by RCi Magazine at the Midland Hotel, Manchester.

Mr Carlton Jones, director of MCRMA and a member of the judging panel, commented
“MCRMA is delighted to present this award to Proteus Facades. All the entries were of a
high standard however, we were particularly impressed by the way that the Proteus facade
system transformed the appearance of the building. The introduction of both colour, together
with the incorporation of a pierced and elaborate laser cut pattern, highlighted the building
which is located in a prominent corner position.”

The Proteus SC cladding panels used in this six metre high façade are arranged in a striking
half-hexagon design that appears to float outward from the main structure and the panels
themselves are embellished by intricately designed, leaf-shaped perforations. Proteus SC is
an engineered panel system that is offered in either solid, perforated or mesh panel formats.
By utilising an extensive range of metals, colours, textures and forms it can add another
dimension to any façade cladding project.

The MCRMA was formed in 1990 to support the systems manufacturers in the emerging
metal cladding and roofing industry. Since then, MCRMA has evolved to encompass the
needs of component manufacturer suppliers, systems installers, independent roofing and
cladding inspectors plus industry support services providers, all providing independent
building envelope solutions for metal-based roofing and cladding systems, products and
services.
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